
Name:___________________________________________ Gr. 5  Date: ___________________________  

 Review of Week 1-6 Word Roots 

Word Root Meanings: Write the full meaning of each word root in Column II and then, write a word 

example in Column III that helps you recall the word root’s meaning.  
  

Word Root Word Root Meaning  Word Example  

1.  fix-      

2.  crypto-, -crypt      

3.  –ary      

4.  ger-, gest-        

5.  sanct-            

6.  dom-, domin-,  

     domest-  
    

7.  frag-, fract-,  

     frang-  
    

8.  centri-, centro-       

9.  -sume, sumpt-      

10.   in2-         

11. -ive   

  
 

Root Shapes:  First, underline the root you find from week 4-6 in each of the constructed words below.  

Then, draw the correct shape in the space beside it to show you know the word root’s meaning.  

take, take up, 

spend =     

break, easily  

broken =    

pertaining to, a person,  

place or thing  =    

hidden, secret  =   

  

attach, fasten  =   

  

center =    

  

  

  infraction  _________   presume  _________    crucifix  _________  

            

  cryptogenic  _________        egocentric    _________              diary  _________  

 



Fill in the roots:  Write each word root part after its correct meaning.  

  

1. affix =  a group of letters   to ____________ +  attach _______________ 

2. concentric =  together ___________  +    center________________  +  pertaining to ___________ 

3. domesticated =  home _____________ + pertaining to _________+  acted by   _____________    

4. refract =   back ______________  +  break  _______________   

5. sanction = decreeing ______________  +  the act of ____________________ 

6. sumptuous =    spending ___________________  +  characterized by  ____________    

 

Sentence completion:  Fill in the blanks to complete each sentence using the vocabulary words from the 

Fill in the Roots activity above.  Note: Only 4 of the 6 words will be used.    

  

1. The hosts provided a  ________________________ banquet that was characterized by their            

spending a great deal of money on the food and its preparation.  

  

2. A prism will ____________________ light by  breaking it  back into separate colors.  
  

3. Cats were first ______________________ 8,000 years ago by people in Egypt who  acted by  

bringing them into the  home  pertaining to  an effort to tame them.  
  

4. An archery target has ________________________ circles on it,  pertaining to  the fact  that  

together they all have a common center.  

 

Root Word Types:  Match each Word Root type to its correct description, by writing the correct letter in 

the blank space provided. 

1. Base word __________ 
A. Makes the base word meaning “not” or “opposite.” 

2. Directional prefix __________ B. Indicates the word is “a person, place, thing, idea.” 

3. Intensifying prefix __________ C. A group of letters “attached before” the base word. 

4. Negating prefix __________ D. Indicates the part of speech of a word is an “action.” 

5. Noun suffix __________ E. Makes the base word meaning “stronger.” 

6. Prefix __________ F. Provides the “main idea” of the constructed word. 

7. Quantifying prefix __________ G. Indicates where the base word is going or is located. 

8. Suffix __________ H. Indicates “how much” there is of the base word. 

9. Verb suffix __________ I. A group of letters “attached after” the base word. 

 


